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Abstract: 

Adam is a television producer with an enviable track record. He has produced 10 
factual shows, including the Logie-winning Australia’s Best Gardens. Frankie is a 
younger ‘rising star’ within the production company, climbing her way to executive 
producer in just a few years. Her impressive show Pensioners Win Prizes has kept the 
company and her job afloat – even if there are awkward looks and hushed allegations 
of rigging whenever it is mentioned. So when Adam and Frankie are thrown together 
to work on a new family-based factual entertainment show, all hell breaks loose. 
Frankie has, after all, just returned from Hollywood – with a fresh way of thinking 
about narrative structure and character conflict. Frankie Goes to Hollywood is a black 
comedy that, through exaggeration, parodies the way that factual entertainment shows 
are put together – or at least are critiqued as being put together. Drawing on scholarly 
research from film, television, media and cultural studies, the screenplay expresses 
ideas and concerns about the manipulation of subjects, presenters and experts into 
characters for the sake of gaining a bigger audience. 
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Frankie Goes to Hollywood 

1. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Television producer ADAM (early 40s, fit) and production 
assistant JOSEPH (late 20s, awkward) sit at a table. 

Surrounded by paperwork and DVDs, they’re both studious. Joseph 
goes to say something but doesn’t. Adam goes to say something but 
doesn’t. Both go to say something but don’t. 

2. EXT. TV STUDIO, CAR PARK - DAY 

An Audi A5 rolls into a designated space: Frankie Smart, 
Executive Producer. The paint looks quite fresh. 

FRANKIE (late 30s, sexy) steps out confidently, clutching a heavy 
bag. She has something good on her mind. 

She breathes in the air as if it’s a drug. 

3. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Adam and Joseph are now deep in conversation. 

ADAM 
A nice, normal family to remind us 
what it is to be Australian. To have 
morals. Good attitudes. 

JOSEPH  
Family BBQs. 

ADAM 
Respect. An enviable standard of 
living. 

4. INT. TV STUDIO, RECEPTION - DAY 

Frankie glides past the grubby reception. The receptionist, 
GLENYS, looks up from her book: Fifty Shades of Grey. 

GLENYS 
You’re back! 

FRANKIE 
And better than ever! 
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GLENYS 
Hot weather? Hot men? 

FRANKIE 
It was a transformation, Glenys. 

(beat) 
Transformation! 

5. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Adam and Joseph are now more animated. Focused. 

ADAM 
Tremendous Television has always 
prided itself in strong morals and 
family values. That’s one of the 
reasons I joined the company. 

JOSEPH 
And we’ve got Lord Reith to thank for 
that. 

(beat) 
When I was writing my thesis... 

ADAM 
The power is in the premise, Joseph. 
Our premise is simple... 

6. INT. TV STUDIO, CORRIDOR - DAY 

A group of PENSIONERS are being ushered into a TV studio by camp 
production assistant ROMEO. His eyes light up when he sees 
Frankie strutting towards him. 

FRANKIE 
Pile them high and sell it cheap! 

ROMEO 
Babe! 

Frankie and Romeo air kiss. 

FRANKIE 
Meet me for lunch, darling. I’ve got 
an offer you’ll find very hard to 
refuse. 

Frankie powers away. Romeo watches on in awe, excited by her 
words. 
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PENSIONER 1 (REMOTE) 
I don’t know why we’re bothering. It’s 
all rigged anyway. 

7. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Adam stands by a whiteboard. On it he’s written, in big letters, 
’Ordinary people. Ordinary circumstances.’ 

ADAM 
True to our culture. True to our 
nation. And true to ourselves. 

JOSEPH 
(like a lap-dog) 

We’re not, and shouldn’t be, like the 
Americans. Or the Brits. 

ADAM 
We’re just bloody nice people! 

Joseph stands, but Adam nods for him to sit back down. 

ADAM 
Which is why, if done honestly and 
respectfully, we’ll be a hit. 

JOSEPH 
Strengthening both our brand and our 
reputation. 

ADAM 
Representing life as it really is. We 
want viewers to feel... 

The door suddenly bursts open. Adam and Joseph look. Frankie, all 
teeth and tits, poses before waltzing in. 

FRANKIE 
I want misfits - and lots of them! 
Bogans and bridezillas, all under one 
roof. Preferably one that’s leaking. 

Joseph doesn’t know where to look or what to say. Adam tries to 
keep his calm but is clearly unsettled. 
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FRANKIE 
An ex-prostitute if we can find one. 
With a rent boy son. 

(beat) 
Husband - even better! 

ADAM 
(trying to regain control) 
Welcome back, Frankie. We’re... 

Frankie clicks her fingers at him, acknowledging his words but 
not wanting her flow to be interrupted. 

FRANKIE 
I’m seeing families from hell. And so 
is our audience. Or they bloody well 
will be! 

Frankie heaves her bag onto the table and pulls out a raft of 
screenwriting books: McKee, Vogler, Field, etc. 

FRANKIE 
Here’s our answer, boys! Ratings, 
awards, promotions - they’re all in 
here. 

Adam gives her a knowing look. 

ADAM 
Let me guess. Every page littered with 
formulas for success? 

Frankie throws the books around, proud. She keeps one back and 
breathes in the pages. 

FRANKIE 
You can smell the conflict! 

ADAM 
I can smell a rat. 

Joseph takes this literally and sniffs the pages. Adam pushes the 
books close to him away. 

ADAM 
This is just fiction. 

FRANKIE 
It’s very real, Adam. Very real. 
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ADAM 
It’s films. We’re making teatime 
telly, not high-end Hollywood. 

Frankie walks over to Adam. 

FRANKIE 
Are you happy being a lowly producer? 

She circles around him, making him slightly uncomfortable. 

FRANKIE 
Bob, Chris, Syd... they all say the 
same. Conflict drives an audience, not 
comfort. Who wants happy families when 
we can have families at war? 

Adam stands, breaking her control. 

ADAM 
The broadcaster clearly... 

FRANKIE 
...doesn’t know what it wants until we 
give it to them! 

An awkward stand-off between Adam and Frankie, until Adam sits 
back down. 

FRANKIE  
(proud) 

Look at Pensioners Win Prizes! 

Joseph wriggles uncomfortably. He looks at Adam. 

FRANKIE (CONT) 
They put me in charge of Factual, and 
so this is where we’re going. 

JOSEPH 
As long as we stick to the facts? 

FRANKIE 
We hit them with conflict and 
character. No more of this, ‘Oh, 
aren’t they lovely people?’ garbage. 
From now on, drama, drama, drama. 
Tectonic plates clashing under the 
fault lines. 

(beat) 
Boys, we’re going to rock this nation 
to its core! 
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Adam takes a very deep, very controlled breath. 

Frankie flicks through one of the books and again breathes in the 
pages. 

8. INT. TV STUDIO, CANTEEN - AFTERNOON 

Adam and Joseph queue in the line. Adam is tense, tapping his 
tray unconsciously. 

ADAM 
Hollywood’s gone to her head. 

JOSEPH 
It’ll be ‘The Walk of Fame’. Muscle 
Beach. 

ADAM 
As a producer, I have an absolute 
ethical obligation to my subjects and 
my audience. 

JOSEPH 
Is there a way to combine both? 
Conflict, but with consideration? 

ADAM 
The only thing she considers is her 
career. And she doesn’t care who she 
swallows up on the way. 

Joseph ponders for a second. 

JOSEPH 
I hope it’s not moussaka again. 

Across the canteen, Frankie is in cahoots with Romeo. 

ROMEO 
It’s a yes, wow... but, d’you think 
I’m good enough? 

FRANKIE 
You slept with the ombudsman guy for 
me, didn’t you? Stopped that stupid 
investigation! 

ROMEO 
(proud) 

He’ll not say anything. I took plenty 
of pictures. 
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Frankie gives him a wink - and he loves it. 

FRANKIE 
Which is why I want you by my side in 
Factual. You’re too good for greedy 
fucking grannies. 

Romeo beams and bites into his sandwich. 

FRANKIE 
Plus you might be able to help me get 
my hands on Chris Hemsworth. 

Romeo almost chokes. Frankie gives him a dirty wink. 

9. INT. TV STUDIO, RECEPTION - DAY 

Joseph talks to Glenys, who’s only half listening - she’s caught 
up in Fifty Shades of Grey. 

JOSEPH 
So ... Adam will be busy all 
afternoon. Evening probably, too. 

GLENYS 
Mmmm. 

JOSEPH 
If Eve calls, tell her to make his 
favourite and put it in the oven. And 
get a bottle of red in. 

GLENYS 
Right. 

Joseph wants to say something else but is awkward. He turns away 
- only to be faced with a smiling Romeo. 

JOSEPH 
Romeo... 

ROMEO 
Juliet! 

(beat) 
Come on, brainbox, we’re working 
together now. 

Romeo grabs his hand and leads a confused Joseph away. 

JOSEPH 
What about Pensioners Win Prizes? 
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10. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Adam stands next to the whiteboard. He’s changed the words to, 
‘Extraordinary people. Extraordinary circumstances.’ 

Frankie watches him intently. Joseph and Romeo take notes, Joseph 
by hand, Romeo on an iPad. 

ADAM 
Ok, so ... Australian Family, and 
where we’re at. 

FRANKIE 
Oh yeah, I forgot... 

Adam glares at her - another problem? 

FRANKIE 
We’re calling it My Family Rules. 

Romeo types excitedly on his iPad. Joseph is confused. 

JOSEPH 
Isn’t that like... 

FRANKIE 
Instantly full of conflict, yes! We’re 
not talking nouns - we’re talking 
action, attitude, drama. Bogan 
Broadmeadows mothers versus yummy 
mummies from South Yarra. 

Adam pauses for a moment, taking it all in. And then: 

ADAM 
Ok, so ... My Family Rules, and where 
we’re at. And heading to. And the 
sewers we’re dredging in order to pull 
a good audience. 

FRANKIE 
And export overseas. 

JOSEPH 
Does one dredge a sewer? 

ROMEO 
(tongue-in-cheek) 

Only if you insist! 

Joseph is confused by this. 
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ADAM 
Can we remind ourselves what the 
broadcaster wants? 

FRANKIE 
Needs. 

JOSEPH 
When I was writing my thesis... 

ADAM 
This is my tenth show. I’m quite 
confident with the guidelines. 

FRANKIE 
How many got a second series? 

Adam ignores the comment and instead writes on the whiteboard: 
‘Educate. Inform. Entertain.’ 

ADAM 
I know we’re going back eighty years, 
but I always find these words a strong 
starting point. 

FRANKIE 
People go to school to be educated. 
And read newspapers to be informed. 
They turn on the TV to be entertained. 

ADAM 
Shame you didn’t think about that with 
Pensioners Win Prizes. 

Joseph looks at Romeo, nervous about his reaction. 

FRANKIE 
I’ll let that one go, Adam, because 
you’re a nice guy and I like you. The 
general public, however, wouldn’t like 
you. Guys like you don’t cut it on TV. 

(beat) 
Nor do your ideas. 

ADAM 
(flustered) 

So winning a Logie in 2008 for 
Australia’s Best Gardens, that wasn’t 
cutting it? 
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FRANKIE 
The only thing being cut in that old 
dross was a load of grass. And 
probably the wrists of half the 
viewers. 

Awkward silence. Joseph goes to say something but doesn’t. 

Frankie gets up and goes over to the whiteboard. 

FRANKIE 
Adam, darling, it’s easy to be stuck 
in the past. It’s comfortable. As 
Hollywood tells us, it’s safe to 
remain in our Ordinary World. But it’s 
not good enough. We need an adventure. 

ADAM 
(sarcastic) 

Oh yes, a Special World! 

FRANKIE 
You see, my gift is already being put 
to good use. 

ROMEO 
(to himself) 

I’ll be trying mine tonight. 

Joseph gives him a curious look. 

FRANKIE 
Allow me to... 

Frankie pushes Adam to one side. But he won’t budge. 

FRANKIE (CONT’D) 
...just ...if you wouldn’t mind, 
please... 

Adam gives up, sharply. He sits down. 

FRANKIE 
We start on mothers. Domestic Goddess 
versus dirty bitch. 

She rubs out ‘Educate’ and ‘Inform’ and starts to write wildly on 
the whiteboard. 
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FRANKIE 
I’m seeing close-ups of sparkling 
staircases and manky carpets. 
Luxurious living versus living on the 
breadline. We’ll bring in live bugs if 
we need to. Set up a premise of 
disgust. 

ADAM 
This breaks all moral - and legal - 
codes of conduct. 

FRANKIE 
Then we slam into the kids coming home 
from school. Music lessons intercut 
with Home and Away. Theme tune to show 
the contrast. Beethoven’s 5th with 
‘You know we belong together’. 

(beat) 
Then we’re back on the mums. One 
making the house perfect, the other 
making a mess of dinner. Chandeliers 
intercut with a freezer full of beef 
burgers! 

Joseph and Romeo are frantically taking notes. 

ADAM 
For information, I’m not comfortable 
with any of this. 

FRANKIE 
(excited) 

Precisely! Shaken, not stirred! 

11. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY (LATER) 

Frankie is even more animated now. The whiteboard has been filled 
with ideas: ‘Domestic abuse?’; ‘Plant cigarettes under kid’s 
bed!’; ’Father = transvestite?’, etc. 

12. EXT. TV STUDIO, CAR PARK - DAY 

Adam takes a cigarette from a COLLEAGUE. He looks at it guiltily 
but then lights it up - he really needs this. 
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13. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Joseph and Romeo are checking out a website with profiles of 
strange-looking people, at the same time cross-referencing them 
with one of the screenwriting books. 

14 INT. TV STUDIO, FRANKIE’S OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie sips champagne as she leafs through a pile of trashy 
magazines. Headlines stand out: ‘Kids Starved But They Look 
Better For It’; ‘Dog Hairs Make Perfect Aperitif’; ‘I Ate My Own 
Baby’, etc. 

Next to her, screenwriting books are littered with multi-coloured 
post-it notes. 

15. EXT. TV STUDIO, CAR PARK - DAY 

Adam sends a text to his wife (Eve): ‘Don’t wait up. Let the kids 
watch as much Home and Away as they like! xx’ 

As he puts the mobile phone back in his inside pocket, he feels 
something and, after a slight hesitation, pulls it out. It’s a 
hip flask. He stares at it. 

16. INT. TV STUDIO, CORRIDOR - DAY 

Romeo is talking animatedly to Glenys. She actually puts Fifty 
Shades of Grey down and listens with interest. 

17. INT. TV STUDIO, FRANKIE’S OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie, still drinking, is finishing a telephone call. 

FRANKIE 
(into phone) 

Peter, you’re a darling. 
(beat, giggles) 

Oh stop! I have to work with him. 
(beat) 

I bought it from LA! I thought it 
might be your size... 

(beat, giggles) 
Ok, ciao darling. See you soon. And 
get Chris to call me! 

She puts the phone down and looks very happy with herself. 
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18 INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY  

Production of the show is well under way. On the whiteboard, 
sample logos, participants and episode arcs. 

Joseph and Romeo get on well. Joseph now has an iPad. 

Adam talks but doesn’t stand up. He seems a little tipsy. 

ADAM 
We start shooting in two weeks. 
Nothing’s ready but I’m assured the 
raw look makes it more authentic. Not 
that there’s anything authentic about 
this bloody show... 

ROMEO 
The people are real. 

ADAM 
If you call choosing life’s winners 
and losers like you would horses on 
Melbourne Cup day, then yes, the 
people are very real. 

JOSEPH 
I think he meant, like, they’re not 
... clones, or anything. 

ADAM 
(under his breath) 

Something you’d know about. 

Joseph and Romeo pull the exact same confused look. Frankie 
bounces in, excited. 

FRANKIE 
(to Romeo) 

I don’t know which setting you used, 
but he’s agreed to it! 

ROMEO 
(filthy) 

I said I’d have him bending over 
backwards for me... 

Joseph flinches, almost jealous. 

ADAM 
Is someone going to... ? 
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FRANKIE 
Chris Hemsworth! 

ROMEO 
The God of all exports! 

JOSEPH 
When I was writing my thesis... 

FRANKIE 
He’s going to present! A front man 
with a whole lot of front! 

ADAM 
Well ... yes, that is impressive. 

FRANKIE 
It’s an extra hundred thousand viewers 
an episode. 

ADAM 
Who’s writing the scripts? There’s 
that sweet guy from Australian Story 
who... 

FRANKIE 
I am. And Romeo script editing. 

Frankie looks to Adam for a response, but he’s vacant. 

FRANKIE 
The deal was, I’d be the only one 
putting things in Chris’s mouth. 

ROMEO 
Me massaging it all into shape. 

JOSEPH 
Well I don’t think he’s all that. 

ADAM 
I’m actually surprised he agreed to 
stoop so low. 

FRANKIE 
We... negotiated a PhD as part of the 
deal. 

Adam looks at Joseph. Joseph looks at Romeo. Romeo smiles. 

ROMEO 
Everyone’s got one these days. 
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Joseph is disappointed by the comment. 

FRANKIE 
It only cost ten grand! Hollywood 
Institute of Performance Studies. 

ROMEO 
We joked how he could call himself Dr 
HIPS! 

ADAM 
Oh dear God... 

FRANKIE 
I thought about getting one myself. 

ADAM 
(to himself) 

Not sure you need any more hips. 

Frankie eyes him suspiciously - ’what did he say?’ 

ROMEO 
The criteria was having a substantial 
body of work, but because his body is 
his work... 

JOSEPH 
Four years of really hard work! 

FRANKIE 
We’ve got Chris Hemsworth to front our 
fantastic new show, and it’s gonna 
make us money and bag us prizes - 
what’s the problem? 

Awkward silence. 

FRANKIE (CONT’D) 
Great! 

(beat) 
Ok, casting. Romeo, have you spoken to 
the Siamese twins yet? 

Adam drops his head on the table. 
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19. EXT. TV STUDIO, CAR PARK - DAY 

An army of people start to arrive at the studio. Joseph and Romeo 
check them in: 

- A FAMILY OF THUGS, each with the same dagger tattoo on their 
necks; 

- A RELIGIOUS FAMILY, each carrying a bible; 

- Hard-looking LESBIAN MOTHERS with TWO YOUNG CHILDREN; 

- A MIME-ARTIST COUPLE with mime-artist TWINS; 

- An OLD MAN with a supermodel-type much YOUNGER WOMAN, and their 
FIVE CHILDREN. 

An ambulance arrives, followed by a horse and cart, followed by a 
mini-bus from a psychiatric hospital. 

 20. INT. TV STUDIO, CORRIDOR - DAY 

Frankie eagerly ushers the auditionees into the green room. She 
smiles over at Adam, who’s looking nervous. 

FRANKIE 
Everyone has a seat with their name on 
it. 

AUDITIONEE 1 
(remote) 

Can we take it home? 

AUDITIONEE 2 
(remote) 

I’m only here for a free feed. 

AUDITIONEE 3 
(remote) 

Daddy always said I’d be famous. But I 
couldn’t tell anybody ... just like 
the other thing. 

FRANKIE 
TV history in the making! 

AUDITIONEE 4 
(remote) 

Make sure they don’t see your tag. 
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21. EXT. TV STUDIO, CAR PARK - DAY 

Joseph and Romeo usher the last few people into the studio and 
then head in themselves. 

Just as they close the door, a car horn sounds. They turn in 
unison to see a hearse driving into the car park. 

As it pulls into a space, the words ‘Sister’ written in flowers 
can be seen through the side window. 

22 INT. TV STUDIO, AUDITION ROOM - DAY 

Cameras are set up for the auditions. Adam and Frankie sit at the 
back. Joseph and Romeo are up front. 

- The Thugs are having a heated domestic, the Mother hitting the 
Father around the head several times; 

- The Religious Family sit in silent prayer; 

- The Lesbian Mothers kiss each others’ necks as the 

Children do the talking; 

- The Mime Artists perform a mock dinner-eating scene; 

- The Supermodel-type sits on the Old Man’s knee as the five 
Children scrap; 

- The Psychiatric Patient freaks out as the horse, without cart, 
sniffs around her. 

Adam is shell-shocked at everything he’s seeing. Frankie, who’s 
been making notes in one of the screenwriting books, pops open 
another bottle of champagne. 

23. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Everyone sits around the table, looking through schedules, 
screenwriting books and various bits of paperwork. 

On the whiteboard, pictures of the auditionees are grouped into 
what has been termed ‘Character Orbits’: Rich, Redneck, X-Rated, 
Damaged and Product Placement. 

Adam looks worse than ever. Romeo gives Frankie a massage. 

FRANKIE 
I think we can say we’ve seen it all. 
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ADAM 
I didn’t know it was possible. 

FRANKIE 
The network’ll go mad over us! 

ADAM 
Or perhaps be mad with us? 

ROMEO 
We’ll go viral! 

ADAM 
It’s just vile! 

FRANKIE 
(to Adam) 

Are you in the wrong department? See 
yourself as a comedian, Adam? 

ADAM 
Someone’s gonna be laughing. 

JOSEPH 
I wonder, is there a way of marrying 
the two? Morals with madness, that 
kind of thing? 

ADAM 
Morally ethical yet with a dash of 
manipulation, you mean? 

FRANKIE 
(to Joseph) 

You’re a genius! 

ROMEO 
He does have a PhD. 

Joseph smiles, happy with Romeo for the comment. 

ADAM 
So does Chris flaming Hemsworth! 

Frankie goes to the whiteboard and writes excitedly: ‘Season 1 
Climax’. 
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FRANKIE 
We end with a marriage. Spouses from 
different families. 

(beat) 
Divorce with a capital ‘Holy shit!’ We 
do a one-hour special. 

ADAM 
And we do this how? You can’t just 
engineer a divorce. 

FRANKIE 
This is television - we can make 
anything happen! 

24. INT. TV STUDIO, RECEPTION - DAY 

Frankie, Adam, Joseph and Romeo walk down the corridor, deep in 
conversation. Adam takes a sly swig of whiskey. 

Glenys is now reading one of the screenwriting books. She holds 
it up to Frankie – ‘This is good!’ 

25. EXT. STREET 1 - DAY 

The CAMERA CREW arrive at a dodgy-looking street. As they get out 
of the van, scruffy YOUTHS on bikes circle them. 

26. INT. TV STUDIO, FRANKIE’S OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie is being interviewed by someone from a TV magazine. She’s 
highly animated and the INTERVIEWER is clearly enthralled by her. 

27 EXT. GARDEN PATH 1 - DAY 

The Crew lug their equipment up the path towards a small house. A 
TRUE BLUE AUSSIE man in gaudy shorts, gaudy shirt and thongs 
greets them with a slab of beers. 

28. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Adam stares out of the window, slowly drinking more whiskey. We 
notice that the hip flask is engraved: ’15 Years at Tremendous 
Television - Congratulations!’ 
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29. EXT. STREET 2 - DAY 

The Crew arrive at a more salubrious street, lined with expensive 
cars and classy homes. 

30. INT. TV STUDIO, FRANKIE’S OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie is telling two EXECUTIVES about the show. 

They don’t react much, but when she points to a life-size cut-out 
of Chris Hemsworth with his arms around a fat prostitute and an 
Asian midget, they smile huge smiles. 

31. EXT. GARDEN PATH 2 - DAY 

The Crew lug their equipment up the path towards a giant house. A 
MORMON HOUSEWIFE in a pale green dress greets them with a plate 
of bread. 

32. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - NIGHT 

It’s dark outside and Adam is still staring out of the window. He 
goes to take a swig of whiskey but it’s empty. 

A text from his wife comes through on his phone, on the table 
behind him: ‘The kids want to see their father ... and the wife 
wants to see her husband! xx’ 

33. EXT. TV STUDIO, CAR PARK - NIGHT 

Frankie is in her car. Her phone rings. 

FRANKIE 
(o/s) 

Yeah? 
(beat) 

Not tonight. I’ve got work to do. 
(beat) 

Don’t be the antagonist in this! 
(beat) 

I’m sorry. 
(beat) 

Ciao then. 

She sits in the car for a moment. And then she pulls out. 
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34. EXT. STREET 3 - MORNING 

It’s early morning and the suburban street is quiet. The sun has 
started to rise, creating an eerie hue. 

Birds chirp musically from the trees. All is still and tranquil 
until: 

A huge SCREAM from inside one of the houses. 

35. INT. TV STUDIO, FRANKIE’S OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie is on the phone. In front of her, live footage from the 
shoot streams on her laptop. 

FRANKIE 
(on phone) 

Explain to her what an inciting 
incident is and she’ll be fine. And 
I’m not digging that jumper. I’ll send 
wardrobe over. 

(beat) 
Then turn it into a story. She steals 
from op-shops. Hijacks the donations, 
something like that. As long as she 
learns a lesson at the end and can 
reflect. 

36. INT. HOUSE 1, BEDROOM - DAY 

Adam is on the other end of the phone, trying hard to hear 
Frankie’s voice above the filming going on behind. 

ADAM 
(on phone) 

And I suppose you want to send someone 
over from sets? Have them redecorate 
the lounge? 

He’s smug, but Frankie likes the idea. His face drops. 

37. EXT. GARDEN 1 - DAY 

Joseph and the crew watch on as the Religious Father pushes his 
Daughter on the swing. They look happy. 

Romeo arrives with a serrated knife. Joseph does a double-take. 
Romeo looks guilty, but just shrugs. 
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38. INT. HOUSE 2, LIVING ROOM - DAY 

Adam watches on as Supermodel and Old Man talk to the camera. 
He’s endeared by what they’re saying. 

The DIRECTOR gives them a signal, and after a moment’s hesitation 
and awkward ‘acting’, Supermodel suddenly picks up a glass of 
water and throws it over Old Man. 

39. EXT. STREET 4 - DAY 

The Thug Family stand outside their house, screaming at their 
NEIGHBOURS. Thug Father wields a crowbar. 

Joseph and Romeo purposely push the Thugs. As tension escalates 
and all hell breaks loose, they slip away. 

40. INT. TV STUDIO, FRANKIE’S OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie sips champagne as she watches on, excited. 

41. INT. HOUSE 3, KITCHEN - DAY 

Adam tucks away his whiskey. He takes a deep breath. 

He steps into the ’set’ and rearranges the kitchen, hiding all 
the old-fashioned items in the cupboards. 

A SET DRESSER arrives with flashy new kitchen items. 

Adam removes all fruit and vegetables from the fridge and 
replaces them with chocolate and processed meals. 

The Mormon Housewife strolls into the kitchen and is startled by 
its transformation. Adam smiles a meek smile. 

42. EXT. GARDEN 2 - DAY 

True Blue lies on a sun lounger, drinking beer. Joseph and Romeo 
crouch in front of the camera, ’coaching’ him. 

TRUE BLUE 
(to camera) 

Yeah we have our ups and downs, but 
deep down she’s a great girl. I love 
her to bits. 
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ROMEO 
(to True Blue) 

Umm ... maybe emphasise the conflicts 
a bit more? 

JOSEPH 
And play on the innuendo? 

TRUE BLUE 
 Ok. Umm... 

(beat, re-set) 
Yeah we have our ups and downs - quite 
a lot, actually - but she’s a bloody 
great girl deep down ... if you know 
what I mean?! 

He gives a grotesque wink. 

JOSEPH 
That’s great. 

ROMEO 
A bit dirtier? 

TRUE BLUE 
Jeez, what kinda show is this?! 

Joseph and Romeo give each other a look. 

TRUE BLUE (CONT’D) 
She can be a bit needy - in more ways 
than one! - but she’s also quite deep 
... if you get me?! 

ROMEO 
 Umm... 

JUMP CUT: SECONDS 
LATER. 

TRUE BLUE 
She can be a bitch, but in bed she’s 
really wild! 

JUMP CUT: SECONDS 
LATER. 

TRUE BLUE (CONT’D) 
Yeah she’s a good root, but jeez, she 
can be a real fucking bitch! 
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ROMEO / JOSEPH 
Perfect! 

True Blue raises his beer to the camera. 

Then, off-screen, the neighing of a horse. True Blue looks at 
Joseph and Romeo, confused. 

43. INT. TV STUDIO, FRANKIE’S OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie types furiously on her laptop, writing scripts. 

There’s a knock at her door - it’s Adam. 

FRANKIE 
Come! 

Adam enters. He looks slightly drunk and really quite ill. 

FRANKIE 
What’s best, ‘slut’ or ‘mole’? 

Adam is too preoccupied to care. He slumps into a chair. 

FRANKIE 
You’re getting fantastic footage. 

(beat) 
And Chris loves op-shops, so the 
kleptomania story really works. 

ADAM 
I think I need a week off. 

FRANKIE 
Not mid-shoot, mister. 

ADAM 
The kids. My wife. 

FRANKIE 
If it’s falling to pieces, maybe we 
should send a crew round yours. Where 
d’you live again? 

Adam is at boiling point. 

ADAM  
(shouting) 

Please! 
(beat) 

I’m really feeling the pressure. And I 
feel like a total fraud. 
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FRANKIE 
Rubbish. The kids know you’ll be 
around more once we’ve wrapped. 

ADAM  
(quiet) 

That’s not what I meant. 

Frankie glances up from the laptop and looks at Adam. She’s 
slightly perturbed by the state he’s in. 

FRANKIE 
Ok. One day. Today. It’s half a day, 
but still. 

Adam looks vaguely pleased, but also sad. 

FRANKIE 
Don’t forget we’ve got the Siamese 
twins tomorrow. It’s going to be a 
television first. 

Adam desperately wants to say something but gives up. 

He gets out of the chair and shuffles towards the door. 

FRANKIE 
I do understand. 

(beat) 
And I’m sorry. It’s just ... when 
you’ve got half a million viewers 
wanting... 

ADAM 
Don’t you ever get tired of the 
constant... pretending? 

An awkward moment. Frankie can’t say too much, even if Adam wants 
her to say a lot more. 

FRANKIE  
(diffusing) 

I think I’ll go with ‘mole’. Chris 
likes animals. 

Adam is deflated. He opens the door and leaves. 

A moment, then Frankie continues to type furiously. She laughs at 
one of her own jokes. 
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44. INT. TV STUDIO, EDIT SUITE - DAY 

Adam, Joseph and Romeo sit with the EDITOR as she looks through 
the footage: lots of rowing and fighting. 

ROMEO 
Are they tears? 

EDITOR 
No, but we can add them in. 

JOSEPH 
Perfect second act climax. 

Romeo gives him a cheeky smile. 

Adam looks frozen for a moment. He looks at the screen, and then 
at Joseph and Romeo. Then he slowly stands up and walks out. 

45. INT. TV STUDIO, PRODUCTION OFFICE - DAY 

Frankie, Joseph and Romeo celebrate with champagne and cakes. 

JOSEPH 
Can’t wait to see the final cut. 

FRANKIE 
Just a few touch ups to do. A few 
sound effects. Oh, and some CGI. 

Adam walks in looking healthier and happier. 

FRANKIE 
Champers, Mr Producer? 

ADAM 
I’m off drink for a while. 

ROMEO 
Oh well, more for us! 

JOSEPH 
(to Adam) 

Are you ok? 

ADAM 
Yes, Joseph, thank you. In fact, I’m 
very ok. 

FRANKIE 
Ah, you saw the confession scene? 
Wasn’t it just...? 
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ADAM 
I’m moving on. I actually can’t do 
this anymore. 

Joseph and Romeo look concerned, but Frankie doesn’t look 
surprised at all. 

FRANKIE 
TV’s not for everyone. Short lifespan 
and all that. 

ADAM 
I’m going into children’s. 

FRANKIE 
Careful! 

ADAM 
I think it’s more... me. 

(to Frankie) 
Not so warped and manipulative. 

JOSEPH 
You say that, but when I was writing 
my thesis... 

FRANKIE 
Small ideas for small minds. 

(beat) 
With all due respect. 

Adam goes over to Joseph. 

ADAM 
I was thinking ... hoping ... it’d be 
great if you joined me. 

JOSEPH 
(caught out) 

Oh. 

ADAM 
They’ve agreed in principle. I need 
someone with brains. 

(beat) 
Clearly I don’t have any. 

Romeo gives Joseph a look - he doesn’t want him to go. 

JOSEPH 
It’s just that... 
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FRANKIE 
We like him now! 

ROMEO 
Really like him... now. 

ADAM 
With all due respect, this guy is in a 
different league. It’s not every day 
you find someone... 

JOSEPH 
I want to stay. 

Adam is surprised. But then not. An awkward moment. 

JOSEPH (CONT’D) 
Agreed, it’s not exactly what I 
envisaged when I came into Factual, 
but there’s something... pleasurable 
about it. 

ADAM 
About engineering scenarios to capture 
fabricated conflict? 

JOSEPH 
It’s the character journeys I love. No 
matter what we fake, or how many 
clever edits we do, they still learn 
something at the end. 

ROMEO 
It’s all very emotional. 

JOSEPH 
You don’t get that when you’re 
watching someone ... cut grass. 

Another awkward moment. But Adam is dignified, respecting 
Joseph’s decision with a nod and a smile. 

ADAM 
I’m going to go now. 

FRANKIE 
Don’t forget the Logies! 

ADAM 
Yeah, the Logies. 
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Adam looks around the room. He pauses at the whiteboard and takes 
it all in. He smiles to himself and then leaves. 

JOSEPH 
Oh my God, I feel terrible. 

Romeo grips Joseph’s shoulder in consolation. 

FRANKIE 
All’s fair in love and telly. 

(beat) 
He was a useless producer anyway. He’d 
only hold you back. 

JOSEPH 
Maybe. 

FRANKIE 
Which is why... 
(she pops another champagne) 
I’m promoting you both to co-
producers! 

Joseph and Romeo are stunned for a moment, then jubilant. They 
hug each other. 

FRANKIE 
Alright, calm the homo hormones! 

Joseph is shocked by the comment - has he been caught out? 

FRANKIE (CONT’D) 
I’m meeting the big bosses today to 
talk about a second series. It’s 
pretty much in the bag. 

ROMEO 
Hope so - I’ve ordered a new car. 

Frankie re-fill their glasses. 

FRANKIE 
Don’t worry your pretty little pink 
socks. I’ve got them eating out of my 
hands. 

Joseph raises his glass. 

JOSEPH 
To My Family Rules! 

Frankie puts her arms around them both. 
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FRANKIE 
And my family that rules! 

They raise their glasses and toast. 

FADE TO BLACK: 

46. BLACK SCREEN (TRAILER) 

A black screen that slowly turns purple. The My Family Rules logo 
dissolves into view. 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH 
(v/o) 

Something strange is happening in 
Australia. 

(beat) 
Up and down the land, our people are 
experiencing something truly 
phenomenal. Something neither science 
nor religion can explain. 

(beat) 
This thing is... 

47. INT. HOUSE 4, LIVING ROOM - DAY 

Thug Father holds Thug Daughter up against the wall by the scruff 
of her neck. 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH (CONT’D) 
(v/o) 

...the family. 

THUG DAUGHTER 
You’re supposed to be my dad, you 
fucking drongo! 

As Thug Father tightens his grip, a family photograph drops from 
the wall and smashes over her head. 

48. EXT. GARDEN 3 - DAY 

Mormon Family, in full attire, sit in the garden eating a lack-
lustre lunch. 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH 
(v/o) 

Witness the highs... 
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All of a sudden, dog crap is thrown from next door and lands in 
the middle of their table. They just stare. 

49. INT. HOUSE 5, KITCHEN - DAY 

Lesbian Mothers cry as their Children turn to show writing 
scrawled on the backs of their jackets: ‘Dikes die!’ 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH (CONT’D) 
(v/o) 

...and the lows... 

50. EXT. GARDEN 1 - DAY 

Religious Father pushes his Daughter on the swing, happily 
singing her a nursery rhyme. 

All of a sudden, the swing snaps and Daughter falls onto the 
grass. She cries uncontrollably. 

Father tries to comfort her but Religious Mother dashes over and 
slaps him, taking Daughter back inside. 

Father then also cries, dropping to his knees like he’s having a 
nervous breakdown. 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH (CONT’D) 
(v/o) 

... of Australian family life in this 
brand new reality show, brought to you 
by the award-winning team behind the 
hit show Pensioners Win Prizes. 

51. EXT. STREET 4 - DAY 

Thug Family scrap with their Neighbours. Joseph and Romeo’s 
‘cameo’ has been edited out with a rather obvious product-placed 
CGI Toyota. 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH (CONT’D) 
(v/o) 

From tantrums ... 

THUG FATHER  
(remote) 

I’m only a dole-bludger ’cos the 
fucking system’s fucked! 
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52. INT. HOUSE 6, BEDROOM - DAY 

Psychiatric Patient rocks back and forth on his bed. 

On the shelf next to him, two urns and a framed photograph of him 
with mum and dad, on an exotic holiday in Thailand. 

Next to him on the bed, a scrapbook with a prominent newspaper 
headline: ’Youth-in-Asia?’ 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH (CONT’D) 
(v/o) 

...to traumas... 

53. EXT. GARDEN 2 - DAY 

True Blue drinks beer on his sun lounger, as before - only this 
time the horse is standing over him. 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH (CONT’D) 
(v/o) 

...to pure titillation... 

TRUE BLUE 
(as before) 

Yeah she’s a good root, but jeez, she 
can be a real fucking bitch! 

The horse neighs. 

54. INT. HOUSE 1, BEDROOM - DAY 

A MOTHER wearing a very loud jumper rummages through her 
wardrobe, almost frantic. 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH (CONT’D) 
(v/o) 

...this winter, we all grow up. 

MOTHER 
Who put this here?! I promise, I 
haven’t been stealing again ... 

She looks at the camera, panicked. 

55. EXT. STREET 4 - DAY 

The scrap continues, the whole street now joining in. 
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THUG DAUGHTER 
(remote) 

My dad’s got bigger balls than all of 
you! 

THUG MOTHER  
(remote) 

Yeah, and she’d know! 

56. EXT. STREET 5 - DAY 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH, in fitted jeans and a very tight white singlet, 
stands with his arms around a FAT PROSTITUTE and an ASIAN MIDGET 
(as seen in the life-size cut-out). 

CHRIS HEMSWORTH 
When My Family Rules! 

Chris smiles a sexy smile. Fat Prostitute strokes his arm. 

57. PURPLE SCREEN 

The My Family Rules logo slams into view once more, this time 
with a strapline: ‘For those who need to belong’. 

END OF SCRIPT 
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Research statement 

 

Research background 

This parody script is inspired by scholarly work relating to the field of reality 
television. More specifically, it is a creative expression of arguments relating to the 
‘characterisation’ of subjects, presenters and experts that were made in a recent 
scholarly book chapter by the author, for a collection entitled Celebrity Cultures and 
Real Lives. Drawing on the work of Beattie (2004), Lewis (2008), Thirkell (2010) et 
al., this work is situated within a creative space infused by film, television, media and 
cultural studies. 

 

Research contribution 

The book chapter that inspired this work is innovative in that it discusses how reality 
television shows are ‘strategically’ put together: how they are structured, cast, 
emotionally engineered, etc. No other scholarly work does this, from a practice-based 
point of view. The work here, then, is doubly innovative in that it interprets the 
scholarly ideas presented in a creative way. Academic arguments have been 
transformed into characters and action, and quotations used have been transformed 
into dialogue. 

 

Research significance 

This script is able to present research-informed ideas in a format that is both 
innovative (creative theory) and appealing to a wider audience (entertainment, not just 
critique). It creatively combines fiction with academic research, for both the overall 
concept (e.g., what does the script have to say?) and the nuances of scene writing 
(e.g., how can quotations be turned into dialogue?). It argues for the creative 
expression of film, television, media and cultural studies in a form that is relevant to 
its arguments (i.e., parody). 
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